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ibm mainframe grant access to other users - user1 is the userid of the person you want to have access you can decide
on using read update or alter read implies only reading a file update implies you can make changes and or save an existing
file, ibm mainframe how to access ispprof file - at a lot of sites that i have worked the same message is displayed you
will need to ask your admin people to set it up for you as you will probably not yet be aware of the naming standards in use,
technical online documentation for sinumerik sinamics - technical documentation online doconweb has been
superseded by sios in sios you can find besides manuals all technical information for siemens industry products, dvd faq
dvd demystified - dvd frequently asked questions and answers this is the march 15 2019 revision of the official internet dvd
faq for the rec video dvd usenet newsgroups
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